
Young people ConsoLab

Insights Opportunities

Barriers

Changes

Will get young people involved because 
it takes place in a space they already 
are.

Users preferred instagram stories that were:
• Simple in design and easy to focus on 
• Clean layouts / easier to read 
• Asks the right questions 
• Looks professional
• Language that feels like it is talking to them 

rather than at them
• Prefers yes or no polls
• Eye catching

“A great way to engage young people 
and get them interested in policy.” 

Most young people would be more likely 
to take part in policy if it was presented 
in this way 

50% far more likely 
45.5% a bit more likely
(Mix survey)

At the end of the post feed through to a 
website or space for formal consultation

Use different fonts and formats 

Use emojis and stickers to make stories more 
engaging

Adapt to other social media sites

Gamification (Quiz Like) Kahoot 

Interesting statistics or facts would help 
make it more interesting and break up 
the survey

Young people feel as though their 
opinion wouldn’t have quite the same 
importance compared to an official 
website (Social media is not viewed as 
a serious place to get peoples genuine 
feedback) 

You cannot guarantee completely accurate results, 
as you cannot validate the information if it is coming 
from Instagram polls. E.g. individuals lie about their 
age.

Not anonymous enough as it’s linked to 
social accounts
 
People with multiple accounts might be able to vote 
multiple times

It’s easy to accidentally vote on polls on 
social media, might vote accidently

Adding in a short explanation of what 
the questions are related to/why we 
answer them

Representative illustrations or photos of 
the question being asked

Use of new quiz story button on 
instagram

Start with some darker/ more hard 
hitting statistics to get people engaged


